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Featured Staff Member: Harnoor Sidhu
Another one of our newest members here at Planet4IT is Harnoor Sidhu. A recent Ryerson
University graduate, he is an expert on new technologies and advancements that are just
appearing on the horizon.
A hard worker, Harnoor has never skipped, been late or dropped a single class through his
entire University career. He brings that same determination and dedication to everyone
and every project he works on.

He’s also a bit of a movie buff – so whether you want to chat about a career change, or just
about the latest Sundance movie, he’s the man to talk to.
You can reach Harnoor by calling Planet4IT, his email or his LinkedIn page.

How does Market Risk apply to Alibaba?
Have you heard of Alibaba? Probably not, but that would make it the largest company
you’ve never heard of.

It accounts for 80% of all online retail sales in China.

The company was first created by Jack Ma in 1999. At that time, the website helped to
connect exporters in China (and other countries) with other companies and countries
around the world.

The system would, for example, let a business in the UK find a manufacturer in China.
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Meet Rajesh

The winner of last issues
Poll question is Chrispen
Denhere.

A Senior Capital Markets

The question was: Which

Business Analyst with

city will be the financial

extensive experience in

centre of the world in a

projects related to the front,

decade and why?
I think it will be Hong
Kong. There are too many
regulations in the
Americas and European
region. China is already
the 2nd largest economy
in the world; it's ripe for a
take over. I don't think
New York or London
stand a chance even if
they update their
technologies. It's a game
of numbers. How many
people does the west
have left in its middle
class? China is the
future.
Chrispen has won a Tim
Hortons gift card! Thank
you to everyone who
submitted responses.

Featured Job:
Product
Implementation
Specialist Commodities
Technology
An excellent contract or
permanent opportunity in
Toronto, working with a
world-wide leader in the
Financial Services and
Commodities Technology
Consulting areas.
They are looking for
people to assist in current
implementations
underway at Canadian
banks. Looking for
consultants with specific
implementation
experience with any of
Murex, Calypso or
OpenLink.
If interested in this
opportunity, please
contact us at
contact@planet4it.com

mid and back office
domain.
Rajesh is currently engaged
in a project to modernize
the Middle & Back office at
a major financial institution.
Rajesh has also worked on
projects related to front
office Market Analytics
Software and Wealth
Management application.
Having good understanding
of the entire BA life-cycle,
Rajesh has also worked
closely with QAs and
created test cases,
executed test cases and
performed defect
management.

Poll Question
This issues question: Do you think Canadian Trading Platforms need to be modernized for
global purposes?
Submit your answers to aportelli@planet4it.com or to @planet4it on Twitter for your
chance to win!
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